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Figure 1. Due to the differences in RGB camera and event camera
imaging mechanisms, it is promising to make complementary use
of both modalities of data to achieve robust hand mesh reconstruc-
tion and tackle their respective challenging issues listed at the top.
The arrows between the first and second rows point to the com-
pensated data domain using the data from their tails.

issues, such as overexposure under strong light conditions
and motion blur when hands move fast, which poses chal-
lenges to conducting robust HMR.

Recently, event cameras have shown great potential in
HMR for high dynamic range (HDR) and fast motion
scenes [39] thanks to their superior properties from neu-
romorphic imaging mechanism in dynamic range and tem-
poral resolution. Being generated asynchronously by mea-
suring per-pixel intensity changes, event streams [26] are
incapable in preserving effective texture and edge infor-
mation in two typical scenarios. First, events triggered
from hands are rare when hands keep static (we call it
“foreground scarcity” issue). Second, events triggered
from the background are excessive when illumination sig-
nificantly changes, which can heavily confuse the events
from hand motion (we call it “background overflow” is-

Abstract

Reliable hand mesh reconstruction (HMR) from 
commonly-used color and depth sensors is challenging es-
pecially under scenarios with varied illuminations and fast 
motions. Event camera is a highly promising alternative 
for its high dynamic range and dense temporal resolution 
properties, but it lacks salient texture appearance for 
hand mesh reconstruction. In this paper, we propose 
EvRGBHand – the first approach for 3D hand mesh 
reconstruction with an event camera and an RGB camera 
compensating for each other. By fusing two modalities 
of data across time, space, and information dimensions, 
EvRGBHand can tackle overexposure and motion blur 
issues in RGB-based HMR and foreground scarcity as 
well as background overflow issues in event-based HMR. 
We further propose EvRGBDegrader, which allows our 
model to generalize effectively in challenging scenes, even 
when trained solely on standard scenes, thus reducing 
data acquisition costs. Experiments on real-world data 
demonstrate that EvRGBHand can effectively solve the 
challenging issues when using either type of camera alone 
via retaining the merits of both, and shows the potential of 
generalization to outdoor scenes and another type of event 
camera. For code, models, and dataset, please refer to 
https://alanjiang98.github.io/evrgbhand.github.io/.

1. Introduction
Reliable 3D hand mesh reconstruction (HMR) is essential 
for various applications in virtual reality and robotics. Al-
though great progress on HMR has been made for color [4, 
6, 25], depth [9, 10, 19, 32], and event cameras [37, 39], 
HMR based on a single sensor can not achieve satisfactory 
performance for different scenarios. The frame-based RGB 
or depth imaging mechanism inevitably faces degenerated
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sue). We show these issues in Fig. 1, which motivate us
to combine RGB frames and event streams to compensate
for each other and improve the performance on their respec-
tive issues. Advantages from such fusion have been demon-
strated on several vision tasks, such as feature tracking [34],
super-resolution [14, 30, 50], and data association [58], but
there has been no work specially designed for HMR yet.

Combining RGB frames and asynchronous event
streams for HMR faces two challenges. First, event streams
and RGB images differ in data format, space, temporal
distribution, and visual information carried. It is still an
open problem to conduct a fully adaptive multi-modal fu-
sion strategy for HMR with images and events. Second, it
is difficult to obtain high-quality 3D hand annotations, es-
pecially in challenging scenes (e.g. strong light, fast motion,
flash at a large scale). Hence, how to enable models to gen-
eralize well from limited training data in normal scenes to
real-world challenging scenes remains an open problem.

To tackle these challenges, we propose EvRGBHand –
an transformer-based [47] framework for 3D HMR to make
complementary benefits of event streams and RGB frames
as shown in Fig. 2. We design EvImHandNet to bridge
the gap in data distribution across two modalities by spatial
alignment, complementary fusion, and temporal attention
on event streams and RGB images. To effectively enhance
the model’s generalization capability, we further propose
EvRGBDegrader, a data augmentation module for event
and image pairs, enabling our model to be trained solely on
normal scenes and yet significantly improve performance in
challenging settings. To evaluate our method, we collect a
real-world event-based hand dataset EVREALHANDS with
3D annotations and build a large-scale synthetic dataset to
enlarge training data. Experiments on real-world data show
that EvRGBHand can effectively tackle the challenging is-
sues by compensating for each other and well balance be-
tween computational cost and accuracy, even with the most
vanilla transformer-based fusion strategy [1, 20]. Prelim-
inary qualitative analysis shows that EvRGBHand, once
trained solely on indoor scenes captured by the DAVIS346
event camera [26], demonstrates cross-environment gener-
alization to outdoor scenes and cross-camera adaptability to
another type of event camera. The main contributions of
this paper can be summarized as follows:
1. We investigate the feasibility of using events and images

for HMR, and propose the first solution to 3D HMR by
complementing event streams and RGB frames.

2. We introduce EvImHandNet, a novel approach for ef-
fectively fusing event streams and RGB images across
spatial, temporal, and informational dimensions.

3. We propose EvRGBDegrader, a data augmentation
method specifically designed for enhancing the gener-
alization capability of models in challenging scenes for
HMR with events and images.

2. Related work
2.1. RGB-based HMR

Prior works on 3D HMR can be divided into two cate-
gories: parametric and non-parametric methods [6]. Para-
metric methods [2, 3, 5, 60] estimate the parameters of
a hand model such as MANO [38] while non-parametric
methods [4, 23, 29, 61] directly regress the positions of
the hand mesh vertices. Although parametric methods in-
volve the hand shape prior into the approaches, they ig-
nore spatial correlations [27] and regressing 3D rotations
is a challenging task [31]. Recent network architectures
such as graph convolutional neural network (GCN) [22] and
transformer [47] significantly improve the performance of
non-parametric methods. GCN-based methods [4, 23] can
model the vertex-to-vertex correlations, and transformer-
based methods [6, 28, 29] can learn the relationships among
joints and mesh vertices, thus tackling the partial occlu-
sion issue effectively. Considerable progress has been made
in HMR based on a single RGB frame, but sequence-
based studies are still inadequate. Prior sequence-based
methods involve the temporal information by recurrent net-
works [21, 54] or a tracking framework [15, 48]. How-
ever, these sequence-based methods cannot simultaneously
achieve multi-modal fusion.

2.2. Event-based HMR

Event cameras [26] generate asynchronous events by mea-
suring per-pixel brightness changes and have several mer-
its over RGB cameras, such as high dynamic range (120
dB), high time resolution (up to 1 µs), low redundancy,
and low power consumption. Recent researches have
shown their potential in several vision tasks, such as detec-
tion [35], tracking [13], optical flow estimation [62], super-
resolution [14], human pose estimation [64], etc. Even-
tHands [39] is the first learning-based approach to conduct
event-based 3D HMR solution and qualitatively demon-
strates the benefits of event cameras for 3D HMR in strong
light and fast motion scenes. Jalees et al. [37] propose an
event-based hand tracking system in an energy-based op-
timization paradigm. Since both methods are solely based
on event streams, they inevitably face low spatial resolution,
foreground scarcity, and background overflow issues. As far
as we know, there is no existing hand mesh reconstruction
approach using both event streams and RGB frames. The
closest work is EventCap [53], which applies to human pose
estimation from event streams and gray-scale images for the
first time. It first obtains an initial pose from gray-scale im-
ages and reconstructs human motion with high frame rate
by event trajectories. Nevertheless, the initialization from
gray-scale images is not robust to strong light scenes and the
fitting approach using event trajectories cannot involve the
appearance information from gray-scale images. In contrast
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Figure 2. Overview of our pipeline. During training, we first generate various challenging scene data from normal scene sequences via
EvRGBDegrader. Then we achieve spatial alignment of the event and image features using the Deformable module with temporal motion
clues. Once aligned, we feed these features subsequently to complementary fusion module (detailed architecture in Fig. 3) for scene-aware
fusion, the transformer encoder to learn non-local correlations and mapping them to the latent hand space. We then apply temporal attention
on context hand features to leverage the spatial-temporal consistency of hand motions. Finally, the mesh decoder maps the hand features
into the 3D coordinates of hand vertices and joints. In evaluation, we deactivate EvRGBDegrader.

to loose data association in EventCap [53], our approach
utilizes tight feature-level fusion of the two modalities, en-
abling the two cameras to complement each other in HMR.

2.3. Event-image Fusion

The fusion of event streams and RGB images faces diverse
challenges across data format, space, time, and information
dimensions. Current fusion approaches can be broadly cat-
egorized into two main types: pixel-level and feature-level
approaches. Pixel-level approaches [33, 44, 46, 50, 59]
align events and images at the pixel level, leveraging the
imaging constraints of event cameras for fusion. They are
commonly used in low-level vision tasks. Feature-level
methods [30, 34, 45] align events and images in the fea-
ture space, utilizing spatial-temporal relationships for fu-
sion, and are frequently used in middle-level and high-
level vision tasks. Since HMR aims to estimate the mo-
tion of a 3D non-rigid mesh, it is necessary to consider the
complementary usage of two modal information in imag-
ing, the spatial alignment of two free-viewpoint data, and
the spatial-temporal consistency of the hand motion. This
presents greater challenges than previous tasks.

3. Method
The pipeline of EvRGBHand is illustrated in Fig. 2.
EvRGBHand consists of EvImHandNet to complement
events and images for robust HMR in Sec. 3.2 and EvRGB-
Degrader to enable the model to generalize well in challeng-

ing scenes in Sec. 3.3. In EvImHandNet, we adopt spatial
alignment, complementary fusion, and temporal attention
to estimate hand shapes and 3D joints from the events and
image pair. To address the difficulty in obtaining challeng-
ing scene data with 3D annotations, we apply data augmen-
tation on normal scene training data through EvRGBDe-
grader. This effectively enhances the generalization perfor-
mance of our model under challenging scenarios to outdoor
scenes and another type of event camera.

3.1. Preliminaries

Hand model representation. We adopt a differentiable
hand parametric MANO model [38] as hand model rep-
resentation. Mesh vertices of MANO can be obtained
by function V = M(θ,β) ∈ R778×3 and 3D joints
J3D ∈ R21×3 can be recovered by regression function
J3D = Jreg(M(θ,β)) with pose parameters θ and shape
parameters β.
Event camera. Event cameras generate asynchronous
event streams by recording the changes of per-pixel inten-
sity I(x, y, t). An event ei = (xi, yi, ti, pi) is triggered
at pixel (xi, yi) at time ti when the logarithmic brightness
change meets the condition:

log I(xi, yi, ti)− log I(xi, yi, tp) = piC, (1)

where tp is the last event triggering timestamp at the same
pixel, pi ∈ {−1, 1} is the polarity, C is the threshold.
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Spatial alignment. Since HMR is a task that estimates
the 3D coordinates of hand vertices and joints from cam-
era observations, aligning spatial information in both events
and images is crucial. In practical applications, events and
images can be captured from the same viewpoint, such as
in DAVIS [26], or from different viewpoints, as seen in hy-
brid cameras [46, 62]. Consequently, the approach based
on epipolar geometry [17, 56] lacks generality. Meanwhile,
methods based on cost volumes [55] or vanilla transformer
architectures [28] have a high computational cost, which is
not suitable with the low-power nature of event camera. To
address these challenges, we directly achieve HMR through
the correlation between the data, being unaware of the rela-
tive camera positions.

To achieve spatial alignment between two modalities, we
first use a shallow CNN module fC (ResNet34 [16]) to ex-
tract 24×24 feature maps FC

Im,t, F
C
Em,t from the images IIm,t

and event stacked frames IEv,t. Further, drawing inspira-
tion from the Deformable Convolution [7, 51], we use the
feature maps to estimate the offsets between events and im-
ages. To alleviate the temporal jitter in spatial alignment
caused by texture mismatching between events and images,
we exploit the temporal motion clues via a ConvLSTM[41]
layer:

∆P = ConvLSTM(FC
Im,t, F

C
Ev,t), (3)

where ∆P are the offsets. Since the offsets are learned from
the feature correlation between events and images, we can
achieve alignment without estimating the relative camera
pose or disparity. Leveraging these offsets, we can obtain
the aligned features FA

t of events and images using De-
formable Convolution fDC [7]:

FA
Ev,t = fDC(FC

Ev,t,∆P ). (4)
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C
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Figure 3. Detailed architecture of complementary fusion module.

Complementary fusion. Given the complementary na-
ture of events and images, we expect our model to learn
the relationship between scene and feature selection for ro-
bust HMR. To this end, we design the complementary fu-
sion module fCF [52, 57] as illustrated in Fig. 3, which can
automatically compute weights based on the two modality
features to obtain the complementary features:

FCF
t = fCF(FA

Ev,t, F
C
Im,t), (5)

where FCF
t are down-sampled to 8×8 for latter processing.

Inspired by FastMETRO [6], we use the transformer en-
coder framework to build non-local relationships among
the complementary features. The features FCF

t are flat-
tened as transformer tokens, and fed into the transformer
encoder fTE which consists of L sequential transformer
blocks. The outputs of transformer blocks are latent hand
features FH

t = {F l
t , l = 1, 2, ..., L}:

FH
t = fTE(FCF

t ). (6)

The transformer encoder can effectively exploits non-local
associations of hand observations within the feature map,
addressing the self-occlusion issue in HMR.

Temporal attention. Hand motion exhibits spatial-
temporal continuity, and the event streams contain rich tem-
poral and motion information. Therefore, we propose a
temporal attention mechanism to effectively leverage the
hand motion context information. We employ relative posi-
tion encoding [40] to apply temporal attention fTA for each
token within the hand feature for sequential S steps:

F TAH
t (x, y) = fTA({FH

t+s(x, y), s = −S, ..., 0}), (7)

where F TAH
t are the final latent hand features. On one hand,

the temporal attention mechanism ensures smooth hand mo-
cap. On the other hand, it can utilize motion information
from other moments to compensate for the current instance,
leading to more stable HMR.

We use a transformer decoder architecture with L trans-
former blocks to regress the mesh vertices and joints, which
has also been adopted in FastMETRO [6]. The transformer
decoder takes the learnable joint tokens {qJ

1 ,q
J
2 , ...,q

J
21}

t

3.2. EvImHandNet

To make the asynchronous event streams compatible with 
modern deep learning architectures [47, 49], we use the 
time surface representation from EventHands [39]. Con-
sidering events triggered from the hand at timestamp t are 
sparse, we use N events (denoted as EN ) before timestamp

t

t to form a two-channel stacked frame IEv,t by iterating each
event ei in EN as:

IEv,t(xi, yi, pi) =
ti − ts
t− ts

, (2)

where ts is the timestamp of the first event in EN
t . The

stacked frame IEv,t with two channels can effectively record
hand motions by assigning higher weights to events closer
to the target time.
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(a) Color jitter augmentation for overexposure

(b) Salt and pepper noise for background overflow

Figure 4. Visualization of train-evaluation gap and EvRGBDe-
grader. For each triplet from left to right, we show original data,
degraded data, real data with challenging issues.

and vertex tokens {qV
1 ,q

V
2 , ...,q

V
195} as input, where

qJ
i ,q

V
i ∈ RD. Given latent hand features F TAH

t , the trans-
former decoder learns non-local correlations among ver-
tices and joints by passing joint and vertex features through
cross-attention and self-attention layers. An MLP-based 3D
coordinate regressor estimates the hand mesh vertices of the
coarse mesh and 3D joints using the outputs of the trans-
former decoder. For mesh vertices, we use an MLP layer
to upsample the coarse mesh (195 vertices) to a fine mesh
(778 vertices) as the hand MANO model.

3.3. EvRGBDegrader

The acquisition and annotation of high-quality 3D hand
datasets are of high cost, especially under challenging
scenes such as strong light, fast motion, and flash. This
prompts us to leverage data under normal scenes to en-
dow models with the capability to generalize to challenging
scenes. As shown in Fig. 4, we observe that for the data pair
(IIm, IEv), the degradation process under challenging condi-
tions is traceable. For instance, the brightness of image IIm
is high under strong light, while the distribution of IEv re-
mains relatively stable. In flashing scenes, the mean value
of IEv increases significantly along a dimension, while the
texture and sharpness of IIm are little affected. Therefore,
EvRGBDegrader consists of three core augmentations:
• Overexposure (OE): For RGB frames, we use color jit-

ter augmentation to change the image brightness and aug-
ment the strong light scenes.

• Motion blur (MB): For simulating motion blur, we warp
the original image with optical flow following [11] in
OpenCV to interpolate frames and average them.

• Background overflow (BO): We add salt and pepper
noise on training event stacked streams to simulate the
leak noise. Each pixel of the stacked frames will emit salt
and pepper noise randomly.

During the training process, we apply degradation to a data
pair (IIm, IEv) at a certain probability to yield a degraded

Figure 5. Visualization for events and image descriptor vectors by
t-SNE. The descriptor vector has four dimensions: image sharp-
ness, image brightness, and the means of positive and negative
polarity events.

data pair (IDG
Im , IDG

Ev ):

(IDG
Im , IDG

Ev ) = fX((IIm, IEv)), (8)

where fX is the degradation probability distribution of OE,
MB, and BO. The t-SNE visualization in Fig. 5 implies that
challenging scenes (test) and normal scenes (w/o Deg) ex-
hibit distribution gap in the imaging descriptor space, which
can be bridged by EvRGBDegrader (w/ Deg)

3.4. Training

Following the common practice in transformer-based mesh
reconstruction method [6, 28, 29], we use vertex loss and
joint loss as supervisions on each predicted result:

LV =
1

M
∥V − V̂∥1, LJ =

1

K
∥J− Ĵ∥2, (9)

where V,J are predicted mesh vertices and 3D joints, V̂, Ĵ
are respective ground truths, M = 778, and K = 21.

For supervision on sequential data, the total loss is the
sum of vertex losses and joint losses of one hand mesh
from RGB-based HMR and S sequential hand meshes from
event-based HMR:

Lall =λVLIm
V + λJLIm

J +
S∑

s=1

(λVLEv
V,s + λJLEv

J,s). (10)

4. Datasets and metrics
To demonstrate our method under various challenging sce-
narios, we collect the real-world event-based hand dataset
EVREALHANDS with 3D annotations, which covers the
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Table 1. Scenes and their corresponding issues that challenge RGB
or event-based HMR in our EVREALHANDS datasets. (FG and
BG are short for foreground and background.)

Scenes

RGB Event
Overexposure Motion blur FG scarcity BG overflow

Normal — — ! —
Strong light ! — ! —

Flash — — ! !

Fast motion — ! — —

typical challenging issues for RGB images and events (ex-
amples in Fig. 1). To supplement training data for better
performance, we develop a synthetic dataset from the RGB-
based hand dataset INTERHAND2.6M [36].

4.1. Real-world data

The indoor sequences of EVREALHANDS are captured us-
ing a multi-camera system following [15, 42] with 7 RGB
cameras (FLIR, 2660×2300 pixels, 15 FPS) and an event
camera (DAVIS346, 346×260 pixels) capturing data from
different views simultaneously. We collect 4,452 seconds of
event streams and RGB images from 10 subjects. Each sub-
ject performs 15 fixed poses [8] and random hand poses. To
include challenging issues caused by RGB and event imag-
ing mechanisms, we set up strong light, flash, and fast mo-
tion scenes in addition to normal scenes. The scenes and
their corresponding issues are listed in Tab. 1. Additionally,
we capture data in outdoor scenes through a hybrid camera
system for qualitative evaluation. The system is composed
of an RGB camera (FLIR BFS-U3-51S5) and an event cam-
era (DAVIS346 Mono [26] or PROPHESEE GEN 4.0 [12])
via a beamsplitter (Thorlabs CCM1-BS013). We collect 12
outdoor sequences (6 for DAVIS346, 6 for PROPHESEE)
from 3 subjects, including sequences with fast motion, vari-
ant illuminations.

4.2. Synthetic data

To better model the distribution of real hand poses, we syn-
thesize event streams from existing real RGB datasets. We
apply v2e [18] event simulator on INTERHAND2.6M [36]
to get synthetic event streams from RGB sequences. We se-
lect right hand sequences of 9 camera views from 4 subjects
for simulation.

5. Experiments
In this section, we first introduce the experimental set-
tings in Sec. 5.1. We then show the experimental results
of EvRGBHand to demonstrate the complementary effects,
generalization, and efficiency in Sec. 5.2. We also show the
ablation studies in Sec. 5.3. More information about the
dataset, experimental results can be found in our video and
supplementary material.

5.1. Settings

Baselines. In order to demonstrate the complemen-
tary benefits of events, we compare our method with
Mesh Graphormer [28], and FastMETRO [6] (denoted
as FastMETRO-RGB), which are RGB-based methods on
the top of FreiHand [63] leaderboard. For event-based
HMR, we use EventHands [39], the only event-based HMR
method with learning framework, as one of the base-
lines. Considering that EventHands [39] is a parametric
approach, a comparison between EventHands [39] and our
non-parametric approach is not sufficient in demonstrating
the complementary benefits of RGB images. Therefore, we
introduce FastMETRO-Event, which uses the same archi-
tecture as FastMETRO [6] and takes the same stacked event
frames as input. While there are no existing methods for
HMR using both events and images, we believe comparing
EvRGBHand with HMR based on a single sensor would
be unfair. Drawing inspiration from recent advancements
in the multi-modal domain [1, 20, 24, 43], we introduce a
vanilla version of event and RGB fusion for HMR (denoted
as “EvRGBHand-vanilla”). Built upon the FastMETRO [6]
architecture, it directly inputs the event features FC

Im,t and
the image features FC

Em,t as tokens into the transformer en-
coder for fusion. The detailed architecture can be found in
the supplementary materials.
Training and evaluation data. We collect 24 sequences
of normal scenes 8 subjects in EVREALHANDS and all the
INTERHAND2.6M [36] synthetic data as training data. And
we set indoor sequences from the rest 2 subjects and all the
outdoor sequences in EVREALHANDS as evaluation data.
Our evaluation data include 4 sequences of normal scenes, 5
sequences under strong light, 2 sequences under flash light,
and 3 sequences of fast motion. Following [6, 28], we only
use the right hand data. We conduct both quantitative and
qualitative evaluations on indoor data with 3D annotations.
For data without 3D annotations (fast motion or outdoor se-
quences), we conduct qualitative assessments.

5.2. Results

Complementary effects on imaging issues. As quantita-
tive results shown in Tab. 2 and qualitative results shown in
Fig. 6, EvRGBHand outperforms HMR methods based on a
single RGB camera or event camera and the vanilla fusion
method. EvRGBHand outperforms Mesh Graphormer [28]
and FastMETRO-RGB [6] on MPJPE 12 ∼ 18 mm lower
in strong light scenes. As shown in Fig. 6, HMR methods
based on RGB cameras face overexposure and motion blur
issues under strong light and fast motion scenes. EvRGB-
Hand can leverage the stable event sequences to compen-
sate for these issues. For event-based HMR, EvRGBHand
outperforms EventHands [39] and FastMETRO-Event on
MPJPE 7 ∼ 33 mm lower in normal and flash scenes.
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RGB-based HMR

Overexposure

Motion blur

Event-based HMR

Foreground scarcity

Background overflow

RGB Events MG [28] FR [6] EH [39] FE Vanilla w/o Deg Ours RGB Events MG [28] FR [6] EH [39] FE Vanilla w/o Deg Ours

Figure 6. Qualitative analysis of HMR methods under challenging issues. For each issue, columns from left to right are RGB images, events,
results from Mesh Graphormer (MG) [28], FastMETRO-RGB (FR) [6], EventHands (EH) [39], FastMETRO-Event (FE), EvRGBHand-
vanilla (Vanilla), EvRGBHand without EvRGBDegrader (w/o Deg) and EvRGBHand (Ours). For easy reference, results of issues from
RGB images (left side) are aligned to the event camera view and results of issues from events (right side) are aligned to the RGB camera
view. EvRGBHand successfully tackles challenging issues of RGB images and event streams by compensating for each other.

Table 2. Quantitative comparison among HMR based on a single
sensor or complementary usage in several scenes.

Scenes Methods MPJPE ↓ MPVPE ↓ PA-MPJPE ↓

Normal

Mesh Graphormer [28] 11.57 11.68 5.49
FastMETRO-RGB [6] 11.71 12.03 5.56

EventHands [39] 21.13 20.12 9.05
FastMETRO-Event 18.36 17.81 7.85

EvRGBHand-vanilla 11.84 11.98 5.07
Ours 11.47 11.63 5.02

Strong
Light

Mesh Graphormer [28] 40.59 38.19 13.96
FastMETRO-RGB [6] 35.02 33.52 13.53

EventHands [39] 27.17 25.88 9.99
FastMETRO-Event 23.75 22.81 9.67

EvRGBHand-vanilla 25.26 24.12 10.01
Ours 22.34 21.36 9.47

Flash

Mesh Graphormer [28] 23.41 22.85 10.09
FastMETRO-RGB [6] 24.43 23.99 9.69

EventHands [39] 53.69 51.29 14.37
FastMETRO-Event 36.30 35.29 13.38

EvRGBHand-vanilla 23.13 22.88 10.02
Ours 20.44 20.47 8.98

Results from Fig. 6 show that the failure of event-based
methods in these scenes derives from the dynamic imaging
mechanism, low texture information and noises. However,
EvRGBHand can utilize the rich texture information and

high pixel resolution of RGB images to improve the perfor-
mance via complementary fusion. Results of EvRGBHand-
vanilla and EvRGBHand in Tab. 2 and Fig. 6 indicate that,
compared to the method that employs transformers for di-
rect fusion, meticulously considering the relationships be-
tween the two modalities in spatial, temporal, and informa-
tion dimensions can yield superior performance enhance-
ments with limited training data. Furthermore, the results of
EvRGBHand-vanilla also suggest that even with the most
rudimentary fusion strategy, using events and images for
HMR can achieve better performance than those methods
based on a single sensor by MPJPE 2 ∼ 16 mm lower, un-
derscoring the potential of HMR with events and images.

Generalization. As qualitative results shown in Fig. 7,
although EvRGBHand was trained under normal indoor
scenes using the DAVIS346 camera [26], it still generalize
well in challenging outdoor environments (natural various
lighting, fast motion) and data captured by the PROPHE-
SEE GEN 4.0 [12], significantly outperforming other meth-
ods. This can be attributed, on one hand, to our fusion strat-
egy across temporal, spatial, and informational dimensions.
On the other hand, it derives from the efforts of EvRGB-
Degrader in bridging the distribution gap between indoor-
outdoor data and normal-challenging scenes.
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DAVIS346 Mono

PROPHESEE GEN 4.0

RGB Events MG [28] FR [6] EH [39] FE Vanilla w/o Deg Ours

Figure 7. Qualitative analysis of HMR methods on outdoor
DAVIS346 sequences and PROPHESEE GEN 4.0 sequences.
EvRGBHand generalizes better than other methods.

Table 3. Computational cost and average accuracy.

Methods Params↓ FLOPs↓ MPJPE↓ MPVPE↓
EventHands [39] 22.68 M 2.81 G 30.44 29.24

FastMETRO-Event 141.68 M 10.79 G 23.59 23.12
EvRGBHand-vanilla 277.02 M 17.90 G 17.45 17.30

Ours 55.92 M 8.15 G 16.66 16.43

Efficiency. As shown in Tab. 3, EvRGBHand has 60.5%
fewer Params and requires 24.5% fewer FLOPs than
FastMETRO-Event, while achieves better performance
with 6.9 mm average MPJPE lower. Compared with
EvRGBHand-vanilla, EvRGBHand with carefully designed
architecture can achieves 79.8% fewer Params and 54.5%
fewer FLOPs with better average accuracy.

5.3. Ablation Studies

EvImHandNet. As quantitative results shown in Sec. 5.3,
spatial alignment (SA), complementary fusion (CF), and
temporal attention (TA) all contribute to the stable HMR
performance. Compared to the vanilla fusion strategy, these
modules collectively lead to an improvement of 2.5 ∼ 3 mm
MPJPE in challenging scenes.

EvRGBDegrader Quantitative results in Sec. 5.3 shows
that the simulations of overexposure (OE) and background
overflow (BO) significantly improve the performance on in-

Table 4. Ablation studies.

EvImHandNet EvRGBDegrader MPJPE (mm)↓
SA CF TA OE MB BO Normal Strong light Flash

✗ ✗ ✗ 11.81 25.35 22.99
✗ ✗ 11.60 24.23 22.86

✗ 11.57 23.87 22.52

✗ 11.53 45.11 28.52
✗ 11.48 23.50 21.13

✗ 11.63 27.83 23.33
✗ ✗ ✗ 11.73 47.34 29.02

11.47 22.34 20.43

Figure 8. RGB images and failure cases of EvRGBHand.

door challenging scenes (8 ∼ 20 mm MPJPE lower). Qual-
itative results in Fig. 6 and Fig. 6 between “w/o Deg” and
“Ours” show that EvRGBDegrader effectively promote the
performance in strong light and fast motion scenes. This in-
dicates that EvRGBDegrader can effectively bridge the data
distribution gap between normal collection settings and out-
door evaluation scenarios.

6. Conclusion
In this paper, we explore the potential of complementary us-
age of event cameras and color cameras for hand mesh re-
construction tasks. To this end, we introduce a framework,
EvRGBHand, which leverages the strengths of both event
camera and color camera imaging to achieve robust and ef-
ficient HMR. Through multi-modal information fusion and
degradation augmentation, our approach demonstrates po-
tential generalization capabilities with low data cost in out-
door scenes and another type of event camera.

Limitations. As shown in Fig. 8, when overexposure and
motion blur issues are observed together with challenging
hand poses, it is challenging for EvRGBHand to output
proper predictions. Besides, the respective performance
from complementary use of event streams and RGB frames
in our experiment is affected by the different pixel reso-
lutions. As event cameras evolve, we expect future work
to collect data from event cameras with higher image reso-
lution and lower noise to rigorously validate the effects of
complementing event streams and RGB images.
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